Inference of model parameters using particle filter algorithm and Copula distributions.
It is widely accepted that experimental data often include noise because of the limitation in experimental conditions. In addition, biological systems inside the cells also contain uncertainty due to small copy molecular numbers. To address this issue, it was proposed that experimental data include both real system state and a noise term whose variance is a constant. An additional assumption is that the observation data of different variables are independent to each other. However, recent research works showed that noise in experimental data might not be the white noise. In addition, the observed values of different variables may be correlated. This work designs a new algorithm to infer the unknown model parameters based on noisy data. The innovation of this method includes a new noise model, in which the variance of noise is dependent on the system state, and a copula particle filter algorithm that uses the copula density functions to describe the dependence of different variables. The proposed algorithm is evaluated by using two deterministic models for gene networks and a stochastic model. Numerical results show that the accuracy of our proposed method is better than that of the widely used Liu-West filter and copula particle filter algorithms.